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ABSTRACT 
Let S = (xl, x2,. , x,,} be an ordered set of distinct positive integers and [S] the 
GCD matrix defined on S. The value of the determinant of [S] is obtained. It is shown 
that det[S] = cp(r,)cp(x,) . . . cp(x,) iff S is factor closed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S={x,,x,,..., xn} be a finite ordered set of distinct positive integers. 
The matrix [S] having the greatest common divisor of xi and xj as the (i, j) 
entry is called the greatest common divisor (or GCD) matrix defined on S. In 
1876, H. J. S. Smith [4] h s owed that the determinant of the GCD matrix 
defined on S = (1,2,. . . , n} is equal to (p(l)(p(2) . . * cp(n>, where cp(x) is 
Euler’s totient function. He also noted that this result remains valid if S is 
replaced by a factor closed (FC) set (i.e., all positive factors of any member of 
S belong to S). 
Recently, Beslin and Ligh [l] h s owed that every GCD matrix is positive 
definite and, in fact, is a product of a specified matrix A and its transpose AT. 
Then Smith’s result can be obtained immediately. 
In this note, we will use some of the techniques of [l] to generalize 
Smith’s result, by obtaining the value of the determinant of a GCD matrix 
defined on an arbitrary ordered set of distinct positive integers. We will also 
show that the conjecture of Beslin and Ligh [I] is true: 
det[S] = Xcscp(x) - S is FC. 
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2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
DEFINITION. Let S ={xl,xz,...,x,,) be a finite ordered set of distinct 
positive integers. The greatest common divisor matrix (or GCD matrix) 
defined on S is given by 
and is denoted by [S]. In other words, for S={x,,x,,...,x,), [s]=(s~~)~~,,, 
where sij = (xi, xj) = gcd(xi, xi>. 
A set V of positive integers is said to be factor closed (FC) iff all positive 
factors of any element of V belong to V. 
The following structure theorem and Corollary A can be found in Beslin 
and Ligh [l, Theorem 1 and Corollary 21. 
THEOREM A. L4?tS={x,,x2 ,...) x,,) be an ordered set of distinct positive 
integers, and S=(x1,x2 ,..., II,, x,,+~ ,..., x n+s) the minimal FC ordered set 
containing S, where x,,+~ < x,+~ < . *. < x,+,~. De$ne the n X(n + s) matrix 
A = (aij> by 
if x,Ixi, 
otherwise, 
where cp is Euler’s totient function. Then [S] = AA’. 
Proof. The (i, j) entry in AA’ is 
C /m/m= C cP(xk)=(xi~xi) 
The last equality is a standard result from number theory [3, Theorem 63, 
p. 541. W 
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COROLLARY A. Let S={x,,x2,...,xn} be as above. Zf S is FC, then 
det[Sl = ~(~~)cp(x~)~~ * cp(x,) 
proof. It is easy to show that a permutation of S will not affect the 
determinant of the associated GCD matrix. Hence, we may as well assume 
that x,<x,< .** < x,. In this case the matrix A as defined in Theorem A 
is lower triangular, since s = S and aij = 0 (i.e. xj + xi> for j > i. 
Hence by Theorem A we obtain 
det[S]=det(AAr)=detAdetAr=(detA)’ 
In [I] it was stated that det[S]<x,x,...x, for S={x,,x,,...,x,}. This 
result can be sharpened as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Let S = {x1,x2,.. ., x,,} be an ordered set of distinct positive 
integers. Then 
I n. 
det[ S] < . x,-yCJ t..., x,, - -. 
2 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. 
For n = 2, we have det[S]= x,x2 -(x1,x2)’ Q x,x2 -1= r1x2 -2!/2. 
Suppose the inequality holds for n - 1. Consider the case of n. We may 
assume x,<x,< f* . < x,, so x, > n. Let S’={x,,r, ,..., x~_~]. Then 
for some column matrix N. Now [S] is positive definite, since it is a principal 
minor of the positive definite matrix [{ 1,2,3,. . , x”}] (by Theorem A). 
Hence, by the generalized Hadamard inequality ([2, p. 2541; note that any 
nonnegative definite matrix is the Gramian of some vectors in a Euclidean 
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< det[S’].x,, 
where the equality holds iff N = 0. From the induction hypothesis it then 
follows that 
det[S]<det[S’].x”< 
(n-l)! 
x~x~~~~x,_~--~ 
I n. 
< XIXZ . . . X” -- 
2 . 
n 
(n-l)! 
= XIXZ.. . x, - -x 
2 n 
3. CALCULATION OF det[S] 
Let S=(xi,xa ,..., xn,x,+i ,..., x .+,I be the minimal FC set containing 
S ={xi,xa,.. .,x,,}, where x,,, < x,+~ < . . * < x,+,~. Let A be the matrix 
defined as in Section 2, namely 
A= 
where 
Ejj = 
1 if xj)xi, 
0 otherwise. 
Denote the matrix (eij)nX(n+aj by E. 
The following theorem gives the value of det[Sl in terms of 
cp(x,),cp(x,) >..., $Xx,+,). 
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THEOREM 2. Let S={X,,X~ ,..., x,,x,+ ,,..., x,+,} be the minimal FC 
set containing S=(xI,xp,...,xn}, where x,,+~ <x,+~ < ... <x,+, and x1 < 
x2 < ’ ’ * < x,,. Then 
det[ S] = c 
l<k,<k,<... <k,,<tt+s 
(1) 
where E (k,,k,,,.,,k,,, is the submatrix of E consisting of the k,th, k,th,. , .,k,th 
columns of E. 
Proof. Theorem A in Section 2 says that [s] = AAT. So by the Cauchy- 
Binet formula [2, (14), p. 91 we obtain 
det[ S] = det(AAr) = c det A (k,,k, >...> Qdet A:k,.k, . . . . . k,) 
l<k,<kp< .‘. <k,,<n+s 
= c (det A (k,,k, . . . . . &))a> 
l<k,<k,<... <k,,<n+s 
where A (k,,k *,,,,, k,) is the submatrix of A consisting of the krth, k,th, . . . , k,th 
columns of A. The identity (1) follows immediately from the fact that 
detAo+,, ,k,,)= dxk,)dxk,) . ” dxk,,) det E(k,,k,,. .,k,!). n 
REMARK. Suppose det E(k,, k *,.. ., k,,) # 0. Then by the definition of the 
determinant, there exists u E S, such that l 1,k,(,,eZ k . . . E, k Z 0. But 
(eij) = E is a O-l matrix; this means that l r,k,(,) 
. <G) “C?,, 
= E2, k,<,, = ’ ’ . = ‘n, k,,,,, = 1, 
i.e., rk,(,Ilri, 1 < i < n. Therefore we may omit some zero terms in (1) to get 
det[ S] = c (dct E(k,,k, ,..., k,,))2 
l<k,<k,< .” <k,,<n+a 
3~ E S,, 3 y,& Vi 
x(P(xk,hf(xk,) * * * dxk,,h (2) 
Now we are ready to give an affirmative answer to Beslin and Ligh’s 
conjecture [ 11. 
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TIIEOREM 3. Let S = (x,, x2,. . . , x,J be an ordered set of distinct positive 
integers, and [S] the GCD matrix defined on S. Then 
and equality holds iff S is FC. 
Proof. det[Sl> cp(r,)cp(x,) . . . cp(x,,> follows from (21, since each term 
in the summation (2) is nonnegative and for (k,, k,, . . . , k,,) = (1,2,. ,n> we 
get one term 
because E(1,2,....lr) is a lower triangular matrix with the diagonal elements 
equal to 1. 
Corollary A states that if S is FC then equality holds in (3). 
Conversely, suppose equality holds in (3). We claim that S is FC. 
Assuming the contrary, we have S f S and x,,+ r E S\S is a factor of some 
x E S. Let r E{1,2 ,..., n} be minimal with respect to the property that 
x,,+ r]x,. Consider the matrix E (1.2 ,..., r--l,n+l,r+l,.... n) obtained by juxtapos- 
ing the 1st 2nd,. . . ,(r - l)th,(n + l)th,(r + l)th,. . , nth columns of E (in 
that order). By the choice of r, this matrix is lower triangular with the 
diagonal elements equal to 1. Hence det E (1.2 ,..., r-1,n+1.r+1,..., II) =l. But 
then det E (1.2 ,..., r--l.r+1,..., n.n+I) = 1 or - 1, since E (1.2 . . r--l,r+l.. ..n.u+l) 
can be obtained from E (l.Z,.. ,r~l,n+l.r+l, . . ..I) by performing a column 
permutation. Then by (1) we have 
+ 4x,>. . . cp(~r-l>cp(~,+l) *. . cp(~,)cp(~,,,1>~ 
contradicting the fact that equality holds in (3). - 
Therefore. S = S and S is FC. n 
REMARK. This theorem can also be proved by writing A (defined in 
Theorem A) as a block matrix A =(Bltxn,N). Then [S]= BBr+ NNT. We 
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cpcQf4~2) *. . cp( x,,) = det( BB?‘) 
BBT+NNT N 
NT I,Y xs 
gdet(BB*+ NNT)=det[S], 
with equality iff N = 0 or N = t#~ (i.e. s = O), iff S is FC by the generalized 
Hadamard inequality [Z, p. 2541. 
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